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How is it organized dynamically? How can it best be modeled mathematically?

Anatomy of cortical networks was a strong theme of the Düsseldorf meeting and, of course, it remains fundamental to considerations of network function. Rolf Kötter (Düsseldorf, Germany) and Claus Hilgetag (Bremen, Germany) opened the meeting with talks illustrating the insights to be gained by graph theoretical analysis, including novel cortical clustering and network participation indices, measured in neuroanatomical connectivity matrices derived from tract-tracing studies of non-human primates. Olaf Sporns (Indiana, USA) discussed similar methods in relation to artificial networks or graphs and linked explicitly the “small world” topology of such graphs to the complexity of their dynamical behavior. Eytan Ruppin (Tel Aviv, Israel) used Shapley value analysis to identify from data on pathological or reversible experimental lesions which nodes in an anatomical network were critically implicated in its overall function.
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The statistical analysis of integrated function in human neuroimaging data has been described in terms of functional and effective connectivity since Karl Friston (1994) translated these concepts from their first use in electrophysiological spike train analysis to the domains of PET and fMRI. Christian Büchel (Hamburg, Germany) updated the meeting on the theoretical development and early application to fMRI of dynamic causal modeling, a more general form of structural equation modeling or path analytic methods for effective connectivity analysis. Randy McIntosh (Toronto, Canada) rehearsed the conceptual tension between specialized and distributed accounts of brain function, emphasizing the importance of neural context and the idea of critical nodes which might serve a catalytic role in facilitating the switch of a network between modes of integrated function.

One of the major mathematical themes was the emerging use of tools from nonlinear dynamical systems analysis to model coordinated brain function. Generally these methods were described in relation to electrophysiological data. Gary Green (Newcastle, UK) reported the use of generating series for nonlinear dynamical systems identification in human EEG and MEG data. Viktor Jirsa (Florida, USA) derived a set of nonlinear partial differential equations from first principles of neuronal activity and compared the behavior of this neural field theory to results of EEG and MEG experiments on visual and auditory perception. Michael Breakspear (Sydney, Australia) considered the role of nonlinear coupling between oscillators in large-scale neural systems and highlighted the synchronization manifold and transverse stability as key concepts in explaining both the tendency of distributed neural regions to become synchronized and the capacity of the brain as a whole rapidly to switch between alternate possible modes of synchronization. Peter Tass (Jülich, Germany) presented stochastic phase resetting analysis as a novel and more sensitive method to detect transient (de)synchronization in neuronal populations measured using MEG in visual stimulation experiments.

A major neurobiological theme was the phenomenon of self-organized, synchronized oscillation in distributed neural systems. Amos Arieli (Rehovot, Israel) asked whether this complex, often endogenous activity reflected "brain noise" or "states of mind" and concluded that it was critical for the brain’s internal representation of reality. Steven Bressler (Florida, USA) presented local field potential data indicating that synchronized oscillations occurred simultaneously at different frequencies in spatially distinct cortical cell assemblies, suggesting that multiple large-scale networks/representations operate in parallel. Pedro Valdes-Sosa (Habana, Cuba) introduced two new multivariate methods, multiway partial least squares and multivariate autoregressive models to infer Granger causality, which combined EEG and fMRI data to localize, with the spatial resolution of fMRI, the anatomical circuits generating oscillations such as alpha rhythm, defined with the temporal resolution of EEG. Peter Robinson (Sydney, Australia) described a multiscale model of brain electrical activity that incorporated biologically-constrained microscopic parameters, such as axonal conduction rate, to predict and mechanistically explain a wide variety of macroscopic phenomena in surface EEG recordings, including effects of arousal and seizures.

A final key issue was the integration of computational models of neural systems with empirical data on biological neural systems. Barry Horwitz (Maryland, USA) used a large-scale, biologically principled computational model to investigate how changes in hemodynamic measures of brain activation or functional connectivity could be related to underlying changes in neuronal activity. Eshel Ben-Jacob (Tel-Aviv, Israel) developed a formal